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Week 8, Term 2, 2022

Acknowledgement of CountryAcknowledgement of Country

In the spirit of reconciliation, we acknowledge the Ngunnawal
people, the traditional custodians, of the land on which we
meet, learn and play.

We pay our respect to Elders past, present and future and
acknowledge the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students
and their families at our school.

We will work in partnership to create and share our stories.

Principal's MessagePrincipal's Message

Learning Support Assistants

Support staff form a critical part of our team at NECS. Currently
nominations are open for the Australian Teacher Aide of the
Year award. We have submitted a nomination for the entire
Learning Support Assistant (LSA) team at NECS. We are so
fortunate to have a team of highly dedicated, skilled and
professional LSAs. They strengthen our teaching team and
provide an additional layer of learning and wellbeing support to
children at NECS. Even if the team doesn’t win, they are truly
winners in our eyes. This school wouldn’t be what it is without
their ongoing support and commitment.

Mathematics

Teaching staff have engaged in more professional learning with
Dr Paul Swan and Narelle Rice this term. A few key predictors
of maths development in the early years are

We work a lot in maths to link materials, language, and
symbols. For example, we might put out five counters on the
table, say the word five and write the numeral 5. This assists
children to develop a deeper understanding of numbers, their
quantity and how to record and discuss their thinking. This lays
the foundation for place value as children work with much larger
and more complex numbers in K-2.

Here are a few picture books with mathematical concepts in
them, that you might enjoy.

Language can be complex in mathematics. If I say a number is
‘higher’ than 48, that could mean it is larger/more than 48 or it
could mean it sits higher on the chart which means the number
is less than 48. We must think about the language we use with
children. Teachers regularly discuss the language associated
with different mathematical concepts to help children to
develop a deeper understanding.

1. Being able to identify the larger number e.g. 5 is
larger than 3

2. Being able to identify the missing number e.g. 4, __,
6

3. Having a reasonable working memory

4. Being able to subitise e.g. see the four dot pattern on
a dice and identify it represents four without having to
count the dots

5. Having a knowledge of base facts e.g. 2+3 = 5, 3+2
= 5, 5-3 = 2, 5-2 = 3
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School Review

As previously mentioned NECS underwent the formal school
review process 16-19 May. The external review panel reviewed
processes and documentation, spoke with a large number of
families, children and community partners. NECS was deemed
to be a high performing school in all nine, school improvement
domains, with elements of outstanding acknowledged in
domain 3 A culture that promotes learning and domain 9
School-community partnerships. The nine domains are:

A complete copy of the School Review Report will be available
for viewing on the school website next term. The key
recommendations outlined for NECS reflect

You will note that all recommendations acknowledge that work
has already begun in these areas. The school review panel have
highlighted that NECS is in a good position to strengthen our
current practice. In semester 2 we will work with the School
Board and interested members of the school community to
create a new School Improvement Plan that will drive and focus
our work for the next five years.

Semester 1 reporting

In week 9 this term all families will receive an end of semester
1 progress report outlining your child’s progress to date this
year. As part of NECS Reporting Procedures we offer families

the opportunity to participate in a mid-year family interview to
discuss any concerns you may have, to help celebrate your
child’s growth and progress at school and to collaborate on
relevant learning goals for semester 2.

Teachers will be conducting interviews during week 10, term 2
and week 1, term 3. Interviews will run for approximately 10-15
minutes and will be conducted onsite in the classroom, unless
otherwise arranged with the classroom teacher. If an online or
phone interview better meets your needs this can be arranged.
In the interest of fairness to all, teachers will be following a strict
timeline. If you have a complex issue you would like to discuss,
please request a longer interview at the time of booking. A letter
outlining how to book interviews will be sent to families in the
coming weeks. We ask families to make note of the COVID
safe guidelines that will be outlined in the information letter and
support us in hosting COVID safe meetings.

All kindergarten, year 1 and year 2 reports are emailed to
families, this is standard ACT Education Directorate practice.
If you have recently changed your email address or wish to
update your preferred email address, please speak with Cathy
or Erin in the front office to make this change.

Preschool reports will be sent home in an envelope via your
child’s school bag in week 9.

Bush School

In week 7 we visited Mt Ainslie Nature Reserve again. It is
always good to revisit places as there is so much to explore.
This time we walked different paths, exploring the natural
environment, noticing living things, habitats and manmade and
constructed environments. Children were excited to see their
bush cubbies that they had worked on in week 4 were still
standing and they took great joy continuing work on their
cubbies, creating an extensions and additional rooms.

This week the children visited Jerrabomberra Wetlands. Here
is a recount from the Bettongs - The Bettongs started their
walk along the pathway to the bird viewing hut. We ended up
finding five along the way and each one gave us a different
perspective of the wetlands. We stopped to enjoy the view
across the wetlands and take in the beautiful surroundings. We
took the board walk through the reeds and were intrigued by
the reeds and its uses.

On Monday 20 June K-2 will be joined by the Green Grass
Parrots and Kangaroos in a special Bush School visit to Birrigai.

1. An explicit improvement agenda

2. Analysis and discussion of data

3. A culture that promotes learning

4. Targeted use of school resources

5. An expert teaching team

6. Systematic curriculum delivery

7. Differentiated teaching and learning

8. Effective pedagogical practices

9. School-community partnerships

• Continue to focus and further develop data literacy to
analyse student growth, teaching practices and
school policies.

• Build on the existing opportunities for teachers to
give and receive feedback on their teaching.

• Continue to focus on differentiation to ensure that
every student is challenged and learning successfully.

• Continue to collaboratively develop research-based
teaching practices, with a focus on inquiry-based
learning through play.
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This Bush School will engage the children in a Passport to
Nature Adventure and have a NAIDOC week focus.

Please ensure you send your child/ren to school on Monday
dressed in multiple layers, with a winter coat, gumboots or solid
walking shoes, water bottle, healthy lunch box, a hat and sun
cream. The Red Grass Parrots and Koori Butterfly children will
visit Birrigai on Thursday 23 June.

Warm Regards

Julie

PBL AwardsPBL Awards

Week 7 award recipients -

Respect Inclusion Safety Excellence

Curtis

Emilia

Reuben

Violette

Lloyd

Lincoln

Caesar

Hamish

Eva

Ashton

Amandla

Ellie

Leo L

CongratulaCongratulationstions certificates are awarded to children to
acknowledge that they have received one respect, one
inclusion, one safety and one excellence award.

Byron

Thomas V

Lylanoor

Max

Eli

Ashwin A

Vincent

Ellie

Week 8 award recipients -

Respect Inclusion Safety Excellence

Ranui

Grace

Isaiah Ashwin B

Adela

Pippin

Rubi

Koori ButterfliesKoori Butterflies

We have been discussing, planning and cooking a lot recently!
We started with Johnny Cakes for our first attempt at cooking
as a class. We researched online what ingredients we needed,
and Ash helped the Butterflies to whip up a delicious batch of
Johnny Cakes.

We are on the look out for our next cooking challenge, if you
have a yummy recipe that you would like to share with the
Butterflies, please send it through!

JOHNNY CAKES RECIPEJOHNNY CAKES RECIPE

INGREDIENTSINGREDIENTS

COOKING METHOD:COOKING METHOD:

• 2 cups flour

• A pinch of salt

• 1 teaspoon of olive oil (extra virgin olive oil is the
best)

• ¾ cup of milk or water

1. Mix all the dry ingredients together.

2. Add the milk or water and start kneading the bread.

3. Break off smaller pieces of dough and flatten.

4. Shallow fry on BBQ or in frying pan for 10 minutes or
until golden brown.
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2023 Enrolments2023 Enrolments

If you forgot to enrol your child or young person in an ACT
public school for next year, don’t panic. Enrolments remain
open throughout the year. You can find out more information
and apply online. Support is also available from this school or
by calling the Enrolments Telephone Service weekdays on 6205
5429.

Please contact the front office on 6142 3828 if you have
specific questions.

A reminder that all children currently enrolled in year 2 at NECS
are required to complete an online enrolment form for year 3.

Communities at Work - KoalasCommunities at Work - Koalas

In the last couple of months, the Koalas Room have been
focussing on the children’s sensory and creativity skills. With a
variety of musical instruments to offer, the children are excited
to create music using each of the different sounds. Some
of the children are even exploring new possibilities with the
instruments by stacking them together as well. The educators
have also been incorporating multiple opportunities for the
children to engage in art experiences. For example, on National
Sorry Day and Reconciliation Week the Koalas Room came
together to create artwork celebrating Indigenous culture. They
especially enjoyed these experiences as it involved working
collaboratively with their peers.

Comms@work - Winter School HolidayComms@work - Winter School Holiday
ProgramProgram

IfIf youyou areare interestedinterested inin attendingattending ourour WinterWinter
SchoolSchool HolidayHoliday ProgramProgram pleaseplease emailemail
necs@commsatwork.orgnecs@commsatwork.org or call 6142 3824or call 6142 3824

https://necs.schoolzineplus.com/_file/media/2293/
july_2022_winter_shp_narrabundah_ecs.pdf

UR FaB update 1UR FaB update 1

Hello from the UR FaB TeamUR FaB Team,

In our last newsletter, we talked about “Together Time” and
how this helps to develop a strong relationship with your child.
This happens when children feel that their parents are
interested in them and in what they are doing and spend time
with them. Now, its time to look at descriptive commenting and
specific praise, as ways of communication which continues to
build and strengthen your relationship with your child.

DescriptiveDescriptive commentingcommenting is a way you can show interest in
your child’s play by simply describing what they are doing
and by providing supportive comments. As adults we have
a tendency to ask children questions while they are playing:
What animal is that? What are you making? This often stops
children from playing and prevents them from exploring their
ideas. Descriptive commenting is a running commentary of
your child’s play. For example: “You’re putting the bed in the
dollhouse. Now baby is going to bed.”

(Moore, C. 2020. Promoting School Readiness with Descriptive
Commenting)

PraisePraise is another way to build your relationship with your child
and share a deeper intimacy. It is also a way to encourage the
behaviour we want our children to do more of. Most parents
use general praise such as, “well done, good girl, clever boy,
marvellous, fantastic, super”. This type of praise is called
evaluative praise. Most adults will have received this kind of
praise themselves as children and it is familiar to us so it is not
surprising that we should use it with our own children. Research
shows that descriptive praise helps children know what exactly
is liked and is more encouraging for children.

(Raising Children, 2020. Praise, encouragement, and rewards)

SpecificSpecific oror descriptivedescriptive praisepraise is a different kind of praise. It
is about noticing and mentioning exactly what the child has
done well or what you liked about what they did. Descriptive
praise improves the general atmosphere of the home. It is very
effective in getting children to be more co-operative. When we
point out what they’re doing right it motivates our children to
do more of it. Describe the positive behaviours you see, “You
remembered to bring home your reading book,” “You looked
at Miss March when she was talking to you then –that was
polite.” “You got on your bike again even though you fell off
just now –you’re being brave.” Praise effort and improvement:
“You’ve remembered to underline the title and put the date on
the page.” “You kept on trying with these sums even though
you didn’t find it easy.” (Raising Children, 2020)

Specific or descriptive praise can feel hard to do. It does take
time and practice. Don’t give up!

The UR FaB Team

UR FaB update 2UR FaB update 2

Hello from the UR FaB Team,UR FaB Team,

In order for children to learn to manage strong emotions they
first need to develop the ability to name and understand their
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emotions. The ability to identify and understand your own
emotions and then to use your emotional awareness to guide
your problem solving is known as emotional intelligence. The
UR FaB program is based on the research that having good
emotional intelligence is associated with greater life satisfaction,
better relationships, and lower rates of psychological difficulty.

(Gottman, J.M., & DeClair, J. 1997. The Heart of Parenting:
Raising an Emotionally Intelligent Child. New York: Simon and
Schuster)

Emotion coaching is helping children understand the different
emotions they experience, why they occur, and how to handle
them. In the simplest terms, you can coach your child about
emotions by comforting them; listening and understanding their
thoughts and feelings and helping them understand
themselves. As you do this, your child will feel loved, supported,
respected, and valued. With this emotionally supportive
foundation, you will be much more successful at setting limits
and problem solving.

Here are some questions and statements that will help you get
started:

Emotion coaching teaches children that we respect how they
feel and while all emotions are okay, not all behaviours are okay!

(Havinghurst, S. & Harley, A. Tuning in to Kids. University of
Melbourne)

The UR FaB Team

https://necs.schoolzineplus.com/_file/media/2274/
ur_fab_resources_and_other_services.pdf

ACT Disability StrategyACT Disability Strategy

The ACT Government wants to hear from people with disability,
families, carers and interested community members on how
to create a more inclusive future for all Canberrans. The
consultation for the ACT Disability Strategy has been
co-designed with the ACT Disability Reference Group and all
conversations will be led by people with disability. The
consultation is open until the end of July 2022. Find out more
at ACT Disability Strategy | YourSay ACT.

Join us on Wednesday 15 June from 12:00 pm to 2:00 pm
for an online conversation on lifelong learning. The Lifelong
Learning conversation will look at learning pathways for people
with disability across all educational settings: primary and high
school, Canberra Institute of Technology, university and adult

learning opportunities. Register at Focused Conversation:
Lifelong Learning | ACT Disability Strategy | YourSay ACT.

Cost of Living Community HubCost of Living Community Hub

https://necs.schoolzineplus.com/_file/media/2269/
a4_poster_community_hub_engagement_trials_dickson_library
_june_2022.pdf

Look Who's TalkingLook Who's Talking

https://necs.schoolzineplus.com/_file/media/2270/
look_who_s_talking_flyer.pdf

Holiday HappeningsHoliday Happenings

https://necs.schoolzineplus.com/_file/media/2271/
newsletter_advert.pdf

• Emotional intelligence is fostered by emotionemotion
coachingcoaching (drawn primarily from the work of John
Gottman); and is a style of parenting which research
has shown supports the development of children’s
emotional intelligence.

• Are you feeling.......? (Then give 2 choices, sad or
mad? Afraid or sad?)

• What is making you.......mad? sad? happy?

• What kind of day are you having? A happy day? A
sad day?

• Did somebody hurt your feelings? What happened?
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